
GRACE GARCIA
Freelance Front-End Developer

g.garcia@email.com (123) 456-7890 Fort Washington, PA

LinkedIn Github

WORK EXPERIENCE
Front-End Developer
Chariot Solutions

2021 - current Fort Washington, PA
Implemented RESTful APIs in Django that increased
reporting speed from the analytical team by 22%
Together with quality assurance, tested web pages and
solved problems within 36 hours 
Employed CSS, HTML, and JavaScript to design 200+
intuitive landing pages
Created unit testing framework using Selenium, reducing
bugs reported by end users by 12% on clients’ apps 

Web Developer
Urban Outfitters

2019 - 2021 Philadelphia, PA
Used Internal framework to revamp refund tool UI that
expedited refund process by 16%
Built assessment forms using Socrative to gather
customer insights and generate reports to shorten
processing time by 33%
Participated in designing an integrated payment system
with Payoneer, and Stripe Connect, allowing payment
processing across 50 online wallets
Combined CSS, Node, and HTML to embed an internal
web app that improved customer engagement by 11%

Web Designer
Think Company

2017 - 2019 Philadelphia, PA
Led an in-house mobile app redesigning project using
InVision that increased downloads by 44% within a
month
Developed HTML email templates, which saw email CTR
rates surge by 61% for 21 weeks  
Automated performance and optimization through
minified JS, and Grunt; cutting loading time by 71.5%
Acted on analytics insights to act on customers' feedback
to improve user experience, bringing 5k new visitors
monthly 

CAREER
OBJECTIVE
Tested and proven front-end
developer with 5 years of
experience in all-size projects with a
track record of helping businesses
create sustainable, user-centric,
and problem-solving technologies.
Eager to take on the challenge of
working with Atlassian's dynamic
team to simplify complex ideas into
easy-to-learn content for non-
technical members.

EDUCATION
B.S.
Computer Science
Carnegie Mellon University

2013 - 2017
Pittsburgh, PA

SKILLS
Semantic HTML5 markup
jQuery for DOM manipulation
Firefox Layout
Viewport meta tag
Bitbucket
Sublime Text
Sass 
Webpack

CERTIFICATIONS
Certified Web Developer (CIW)

https://linkedin.com/
https://github.com/

